As masking requirements lift across states and communities, and the CDC stated that no longer recommends masking for the vaccinated, many museums have been left with a quandary: do we continue to require masks … or not?

It’s not an easy question to answer. But to help museums understand what audience members would like them to do, this May we fielded two questions to the broader population (which includes frequent museum-goers, casual visitors, and non-visitors to museums).

**Question 1**

The CDC has said that masks are no longer required for vaccinated adults. Which of the following best describes what you would like indoor businesses (like stores, malls, museums, and movie theaters) to do?

- 40% Require masks for all customers/guests (regardless of vaccination status)
- 26% Use the honor system, and request those who are not vaccinated to choose to mask
- 18% Require masks except for those who show proof of vaccination
- 16% Have no masking requirements

These results suggest that 2/3 of respondents are not comfortable being in indoor spaces with unmasked, unvaccinated people, and that masking should continue. Additionally, less than 1 in 5 thought there should be no masking requirements.

(Frequent museum-goers are even more risk-averse: 3/4 of them want masking to continue.)

**Question 2**

There is also a significant segment of our population who cannot get vaccinated: children 11 and younger. As family-friendly destinations, museums need to prioritize keeping unvaccinated children safe. We asked families how they are grappling with fewer masking regulations.

As a parent or guardian to unvaccinated children, which of the following best describes your thoughts on visiting indoor places with your unvaccinated children (including stores, malls, museums, movie theaters, etc.)?

- 43% I will only take my children to places that continue to require masks
- 35% I’ll decide on a case-by-case basis, based on ability to social distance, time inside, etc.
- 21% I’m comfortable taking my children to all indoor places, even without mask requirements

The lifting of masking requirements is a concern for most parents. Only 1 in 5 are comfortable taking their unvaccinated children to indoor places without mask requirements. (And, once again, frequent museum-goers are slightly more risk-averse: nearly 3/4 of these parents will only take their children to places that require masks.)

Decisions about masking should be based primarily on scientific and what health departments recommend. This research, however, can help you take into consideration visitor concerns. It also provides visitor-based rationale for the policy you decide upon at your museum … rationale that may help you with visitor compliance.

Finally, throughout this pandemic, things have changed quickly. That includes the science and public opinion. It is fair to expect that masking policies (and opinions about them) will continue to shift in the coming weeks and months.
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